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Bigger is more: ingredient size bias perception on product evaluation



Abstract: This research investigates how the size of ingredient images represented on the front
of the package influences the evaluation of baby and adult food products. Three experiments
evaluated the impact of ingredient image size (large vs. small) on perceived amount of fruit in
the  recipe,  taste  evaluation  of  the  product,  attitude  toward  the  package,  and  purchase
intention. In general, large (vs. small) ingredients lead to more (vs. less) perceived amount of
that  ingredient  in  the  product  recipe,  which  increases  taste  evaluation,  attitude  toward
packaging, and purchase intention. In the presence of another ingredient, the main ingredient
whose size is manipulated influences the perceived quantity of the other ingredients depicted.
These studies  highlight  the effects  of perceptual  biases  on product  evaluation  inferred by
ingredient size on which designers can vary perceptions of quantity in the recipe and thus
product  quality.  We suggest  a proposal  for  public  policy standards  on labeling  and more
ethical practice by food manufacturers through packaging. 
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Bigger Is More: Ingredient Size Bias Perception On Product Evaluation

INTRODUCTION
Innocent©'s  "Tangerine-lime-apple  and  ginger"  fruit  juice  (appendix  1)  features  a  large
tangerine, a smaller apple and few bites of lime and ginger. Wouldn't you like it? Wouldn't
you  like  to  see  a  product  content  a  high  quantity  of  tangerine  and  tastier?  What  a
disappointment…the product contains only 7.5% of tangerine juice and 75% of apple juice in
its recipe, and yet the verbal information in the following order "Tangerine-lime-apple and
ginger" is well mentioned on the front-of-the-package (FOP). Nevertheless, the brand is not
objectionable, as the European regulations are incomplete1 on the graphic representation of
ingredients on packaging; it provides managers with marketing levers to enhance the product
that  may  mislead  consumers.  Designers  use  the  depiction  of  ingredients  on  the  FOP  to
enhance  the  taste  of  the  product  and  the  composition  of  the  product.  This  is  because
ingredient images are visual cues that reduce the cognitive effort required to determine the
ingredients that make up the food product and the flavour of the product. The depiction of
ingredients  increases  the  mental  taste  imagery  (Thomas  and  Capelli,  2018)  even  in
unavailability  of  cognitive  resources.  Thus,  as  product  choice  decisions  are  very  short,
consumers will rely on visual information (more salient and easy to remember on the FOP)
more than verbal information (Piqueras-Fiszman et al., 2013). Moreover, most adults often do
not read the information on the back of the package, so they do not perceive the mismatch
between pictorial  and verbal information (Cheung et al.,  2016; Timmerman and Piqueras-
Fiszman, 2019). In the case of hedonic products, the size of product images on the packaging,
the  size  of  food  portions,  bias  the  perceived  amount  of  product  and  influence  product
consumption (Aerts and Smits, 2019; Neyens et al., 2015; Tal et al., 2017; Petit, Velasco and
Spence, 2018). Therefore, this research using three studies investigates the impact of the size
of ingredient images depicted on the packaging of several product categories, baby-foods and
adults: on the perceived quantity of fruit highlighted on the packaging in the recipe, perceived
flavour,  packaging  attractiveness  and  purchase  intention,  in  the  presence  and  absence  of
verbal  information.  To  our  knowledge,  previous  literature  has  not  shown  the  effects  of
ingredient image size on the quantity of ingredients in the recipe, product flavour evaluation,
package  attractiveness  and  purchase  intention,  comparing  the  presence  and  absence  of
additional  verbal  information  about  the  product  composition.  This  research  highlights  the
perceptual biases impacted by the effect of ingredient size on product evaluation. We propose
a suggestion for public policy standards on food labelling and on the ethical positioning of
food industries.

A CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 
Consumers' food choices are influenced by both intrinsic quality cues and extrinsic cues, such
as  images  on  FOP  (Piqueras-Fiszman  and  Spence,  2015).  Images  are  used  as  cognitive
shortcuts  and can generate  positive  attitudes  towards food packaging and thus impact  the
perception  of  product  quality  (Wang,  2013) even in  a  case  of  incongruence  of  graphical
representations  with  product  composition  (Bone  and  France,  2001).  These  images  have
positive  impacts  on  product  evaluations  such  as  taste  (Poor  et  al.,  2013),  desire  to  eat

1 Indeed, companies are in compliance with the law as long as this ingredient information is 
prominently displayed on the label in any form (word, picture or graphic representation) without 
highlighting any of them. INCO Regulation No 1169/2011 of the European parliament and of the 
council of 25 October 2011.
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(Simmonds and Spence, 2017), brand evaluations (Underwood and Klein, 2002), quantity of
product  in  the  package  (Madzharov  and  Block,  2010).  In  the  case  of  ingredient  images
depicted  on  a  package,  they  make  the  product  more  enjoyable,  innovative,  healthier  and
tastier (Capelli and Thomas, 2020; Lancelot Miltgen et al., 2016; Machiels and Karnal, 2016;
Pantin-Sohier and Lancelot Miltgen, 2012; Rebollar et al., 2017; Smith et al., 2015; Thomas
and Capelli, 2018). Furthermore, consumers rely on visual perception of package size as an
alternative method of quantity judgment. Previous studies suggest the existence of biases in
visual judgments of package quantity and volume (Folkes and Matta, 2004; Raghubir and
Krishna, 1999). For example, Raghubir and Krishna (1999) show that consumers judge the
volume of a container  by its height and perceive elongated containers as containing more
product than shorter containers (visual elongation bias). The literature has shown numerous
impacts of package size, images on packages on the estimated amount of a portion and the
amount to be eaten, for both adults and children (Neyen et al., 2015; Tal et al., 2017). Thus,
consumption increased with package size and when the image of the portion size on the FOP
is exaggerated this led to more product being served, more product being consumed (Aerts
and Smits, 2019; Neyens et al., 2015). In addition, varying the size of the container for the
same amount  of  food  can  influence  the  taste  evaluation  of  the  product  and  its  purchase
intention (Petit, Velasco and Spence, 2018).  
Thus, for reasons of highlight of one ingredient rather than another in the case of several
ingredients (often more original or qualitative as in our example of Innocent©),  designers
manipulate the size of the ingredients. They design some ingredients bigger than they really
are and others smaller, even though they only appear at the end of the list of ingredients.
Similarly, designers are forced to overlay ingredient images for reasons of packaging space.
Research on the perception of geometric shapes has shown that if individuals only see part of
a  global  pattern,  they  will  mentally  fill  in  the  rest  of  the  missing  pattern  based  on their
expectations  of  what  the missing piece should look like (Greenleaf  and Raghubir,  2007).
Thus, we propose that the size of the fruit ingredient images has an impact on the perceived
quantity  of  fruit  in  the  recipe,  as  well  as  on  the  evaluation  of  the  product's  flavour,
attractiveness toward the packaging and purchase intention, we suggest:
H1: A package with large fruit ingredient images depicted on the FOP is perceived to contain
more  fruit  in  the  recipe  than  a  package  depicting  small  ingredient  images  (a),  improves
perceived product taste (b) and attitude toward the packaging (c).

H2:  A  package  with  images  of  different  ingredients  where  the  size  of  one  of  the  fruit
ingredients  on the  FOP is  increased  (vs.  decreased):  is  perceived to  contain  a  larger  (vs.
smaller) quantity of that fruit in the recipe (a); improves the perceived flavour of the product
(b) as well as its purchase intention (c), even in the presence of another ingredient.

Therefore,  in  the  presence  of  several  ingredients,  one  of  which  differs  from  reality  in
proportion, it should be considered less realistic. Therefore, it should be more incongruous
and generate a better evaluation of the other ingredients and a perception of a greater quantity
of fruit of the other ingredients, we formulate:
H2d: A package with images of different ingredients on the FOP, where the size of one of the
ingredients is decreased compared to its representation in nature, creates the perception of
more fruit of the other ingredients depicted.

To compensate for the visual incongruence of the depicted ingredients,  designers verbally
mention  on  the  FOP the  description  of  the  flavours  product  in  addition  to  the  depicted
ingredients, however with orders that sometimes do not conform with the fruit content in the
recipe or the visual depiction. Nevertheless, verbal information is not read or noticed even in
case of mismatch between verbal information and graphic depictions (Cheung et al., 2016;
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Timmerman and Piqueras-Fiszman, 2019) because of less saliency than verbal information
(Piqueras-Fiszman et al.,  2013).  Therefore,  the order of the verbal mention of ingredients
should not have an impact on the perception of the product, unlike the size of the depicted
ingredients, thus we propose the following hypothesis:

H2e:  The  order  of  the  verbal  mention  of  the  ingredients,  coupled  with  the  size  of  the
ingredients, does not influence the perceived quantity of fruit in the recipe, nor the perceived
flavour or purchase intention of the product.

METHOD
In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted 3 studies, on baby food products and adult 
products.

Study 1a: Impact of ingredient image size on a baby food
First, we wanted to check whether the effect of ingredient size worked for several product
categories, including baby foods. Indeed, baby foods are much-regulated products in terms of
nutrition  with  several  expectations  according  to  the  “Nielsen  Global  Survey  Baby  Care”
(2015), parents are looking for good taste and etic products for their kids with safe brands. We
therefore conducted a between-subjects experiment with 119 French parents of babies of 10 -
36 months (72% female,  Mage=31.4), which manipulates,  using two conditions,  the size of
ingredient images (Large vs. small - 2.5 times smaller than large) on the packaging of a fruit
cereal bar. An unknown brand "Frutties bar", created by a professional, they represent three
ingredients (banana, apple, strawberry) (Appendix 2).

Measures and procedure
See details of our scales of measure in Appendix 5. We first controlled for perceived realism,
familiarity with the packaging (ps>0.10). We selected parents who were not familiar with the
brand, responsible for shopping, whose babies were likely to like the flavours of the product
and were not allergic to it, with a final sample of 89 parents. We then measured the perceived
quantity of fruit in the product, the perceived taste of the product and the attractiveness of the
packaging. Parents from a panel have seen one of the two randomized packages and rated the
product, followed by socio-demographic questions.

Results
In order to test  our hypotheses,  we conducted anovas. We show that the size of the fruit
images influences the quantity of fruit perceived in the recipe, such that large images induces
more fruit than small images (Mlarge=66% vs Msmall=53%; p=0.026). In addition, we note that
large images of fruit increase the perceived taste of the product (Mlarge=5.43 vs. Msmall=4.48;
p=0.00). We also found that the size of the ingredient images influences the attractiveness of
the packaging (Mlarge=5.23 vs Msmall=4.19, p=0.05).  We thus validate  our hypotheses H1a,
H1b, H1c.

Study 1b: Impact of ingredient image size on adult consumer
Our aim was to show the effects of our previous measures on another product category. We
replicated Study 1a with an adult  peach and mango yoghurt of unknown brand 'My yog',
designed by a professional with two FOPs, one with a large image of several ingredients vs.
one with a small  image of several ingredients  (-  2.5 times smaller  than the large image).
(Appendix 3).

Measures and procedure 



We performed the same manipulations and measurements as in study 1a. One hundred French
consumers from a panel who were not familiar with the brand participated in the study (75%
women, Mage=32). We controlled for realism and familiarity with the packaging (ps >0.10).

Results
The  results  show  that  large  fruit  images  induce  more  fruit  quantity  than  small  ones
(Mlarge=56%  vs.  Msmall=46%,  p=0.035),  they  influence  the  perceived  taste  of  the  product
(Mlarge=5.31 vs. Msmall=4.69; p=0.044). On the other hand, we do not observe a significant
effect on the attractiveness of the packaging, although the tendency is in the same direction
(Mlarge=4.75 vs Msmall=4.20, p=0.11). We thus validate H1a and H1b and invalidate H1c. By
replicating study 1a, we show that the effects of ingredient image size are validated across
different product categories.

Discussion
Studies 1a and 1b show that image size acts as a heuristic and induces biases in the perception
of food products, influencing the perceived quantity of fruit in the recipe, the perception of
taste, and the attractiveness of the product packaging.

Study 2: The impact of images of different ingredients size on a baby FOP
Our study 2 aims to test the effect of ingredient size when changing in the presence of another
ingredient, allowing us to test hypotheses H2a and H2d. 
We also test  H2e on the effect  of the order of the verbal mention  of the flavours  of the
depicted ingredients on the baby food products evaluation.

Measures and procedure
We conducted a 2 (Size of ingredient  manipulated:  large vs.  small)  x 2 (Order of verbal
mention of product flavour: apple-raspberry vs. raspberry-apple) between-subjects experiment
with a panel of parents of babies 10-36 months old. Four FOPs of an apple and raspberry
compote gourd an unknown brand "Les gourdes fruitées" depicting 2 images of ingredients
(apple, raspberries) for babies were created with the Gimp software with two conditions of
order  of  verbal  mention  of  flavours,  one  claiming  “apple-  raspberries”  and one  claiming
“raspberries- apple”. A gourd with a large apple image vs. a gourd with a small apple image (-
2 times smaller than the large apple image). The size of the raspberry image was consistent
across  the  four  FOPs  (Appendix  4).  We  checked  for  realism  and  familiarity  with  the
packaging (ps>0.10). We controlled for the package level of congruency, the package with a
large  apple  was  well  perceived  as  more  congruent  than  the  package  with  a  small  apple
(Mlarge_apple =5.63 vs Msmall_apple=5.25; p=0.02).  Then, only parents responsible for shopping and
babies liking the product flavour were retained, the final sample was of 444 parents (82%
female, Mage=33 years).

Results
In order to test our hypotheses, we conducted univariate anovas with the perceived quantity of
each fruit depicted, the perceived flavour and purchase intention as dependent variables. Our
results show that a large (vs. small) apple ingredient leads to more (vs. less) perceived apple
(Mlarge_apple  =58.46% vs. Msmall_apple =48.44%, p=0.00). The second ingredient is also perceived
in greater quantity with a small image of apple, also smaller than the raspberry ingredient
which  increases  the  perceived  quantity  of  raspberries  in  the  recipe  (M large_apple  =44%  vs
Msmall_apple =53%; p= 0.00). We also show by calculating the difference between the perceived
quantity of raspberries and apples in the recipe, that the packaging with the small apple image
makes people perceive more raspberries than apples, and enhances the value of the raspberry
ingredient (Mlarge_apple  = -14.11 vs Msmall_apple =5.38; p= 0.00). Then, the size of the ingredient
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significantly influences the perceived flavour of the product, a large image of the manipulated
ingredient makes the product perceived as tastier (Mlarge_apple =5.45 vs Msmall_apple =5.22 p=0.045)
and increases the purchase intention (Mlarge_apple  =5.43 vs Msmall_apple =5, p=0.0013). Thus, the
size  of  the  fruit  impacts  the  evaluation  of  the  perceived  quantity  of  the  ingredient
manipulated,  the  perceived  flavour,  the  purchase  intention,  H2a  to  H2d  are  validated.
Furthermore, our results show that the order of the verbal mention of the fruit has no impact
on the perceived quantity of raspberries (p=0.632), nor the quantity of apple (p=0.454).  On
the other hand, the order of the mention of the fruit as well as its interaction with the size of
the  ingredient  did  not  influence  the  perceived  quantity  of  raspberries  (p=0.851),  nor  the
quantity  of apple (p=0.540), nor the perception of the product's flavour,  nor the purchase
intention (ps>0.10), thus validating H2e. 
 
Discussion
In Study 2, we also demonstrate the effects of fruit size as a perceptual bias for parents on
product  evaluation  in  the  presence  of  another  ingredient.  Nevertheless,  we show that  the
verbal mention and its order on the facing do not influence the fruit content in the recipe. This
is  certainly explained by the concreteness of the information as shown in the research of
Adams and colleagues (2014) presenting sugar cubes as abstract information instead of the
verbal mention as concrete information.

CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

Using three studies on different food product categories, we show that the size of ingredients
biases consumers and parents on the perception of the quantity of ingredients in the recipe, the
flavour, the attractiveness of the packaging, the purchase intention (whether or not the verbal
mention  of  the  flavour  of  the  product  is  present).  Thus,  we confirm the  work  on visual
salience  versus verbal  information  (Piqueras-Fiszman et  al.,  2013).  Furthermore,  work on
labels shows that consumers evaluate simplified formats more quickly and recommends the
use of this type of nutrition labelling in a shopping context such as a supermarket (Feunekes
et al., 2008) as it also marginally favours the taste evaluation of the product (Ikonen et al.,
2020). The size of the ingredient images induces perceptual biases even when incongruent
with the actual depiction of that ingredient in nature, in proportion to the other ingredients,
which misleads the consumer about the proportion of the ingredients in the recipe. We would
like to alert the public authorities to the need to reinforce a standard concerning the labelling
of food products so that manufacturers do not play on the size of the ingredients to make
perceived a higher quality product than it is. Nevertheless, our research has some limitations
that could constitute future researches, as we could control whether the effect persists with a
single ingredient represented and in the presence of the fruit content on the facing. In addition,
when  several  different  ingredients  are  involved,  the  display  of  different  ingredients  and
colours creates colour contrasts and saturation levels, which influence the perception of the
heaviness and weight of the stimulus.  As a result,  lighter colours induce less weight than
darker and saturated colours (Ezan, Pantin-Sohier, and Lancelot-Miltgen, 2019; Tijssen et al.,
2017; Mai et al.,  2016), it  would be interesting to complement this work by reversing the
colour and saturation of the manipulated ingredient. Lastly, previous research with complex
food product (made of many ingredients)  showed the impact  of the number of ingredient
depicted on the FOP on product evaluation (Thomas and Capelli, 2018). To go further, in a
case of product made of many different fruits we could question if we are representing all the
fruits present in the product, would an exact scale visual reproduction of every fruit in the
recipe  affect  perception  negatively  or  positively,  when  compared  with  a  product  that
highlights only the two or three main ones?
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APPENDIXES

A1 Depiction of the ingredients on the packaging of Innocent© fruit juice
 

Ingredients: 5 pressed apples (75%), 2 pressed tangerines (7.5%), 1/2 pressed 
orange, coconut water, apple water, 1/5 pressed carrot, a squeeze of lime 
(0.82%) and a lick of ginger infusion (0.49%).

A2 Stimuli of study 1A: cereal fruit bars for babies 10-36 months, large ingredient picture 
(left) vs. small ingredient picture (right)
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A3 Stimuli of study 1B: adult peach mango yoghurt, large ingredient picture (right) vs. 
small ingredient picture (left)

A4 Stimuli of study 3: example of baby food stimuli from Study 2 "Apple-Raspberry".

 

A5 Measures used in the studies
Measures Scale of measures Items

Perceived realism (S1a, 1b, 2) osgood, in 7 points This packaging is: not realistic/ realistic
Familiarity with pack (S1a, 1b, 2) osgood, in 7 points This packaging is: not familiar/familiar
Brand knowledge  (S1a, 1b, 2) yes/no Do you know the brand x ? 

Responsible for purchase (S1a, 
1b, 2)

yes/no Are you responsible for shopping?

Product liking (S1a, 1b, 2,3) yes/no Are you likely to like the product?/ Or, is 
your child likely to like the product?

Allergies (S1a, 1b, 2) open question Do you or your child have any food 
allergies?

Perceived fruit quantity (S1a, 1b, 
2,3)

graduate scale 0 à 100% How much fruit do you think is in the 
recipe?

Perceived taste (S1a, 1b) osgood   in 7 points This product tastes bad/good
Attitude toward the packaging 
(S1a, 1b)

osgood, in 7 points This packaging is unattractive/is very 
attractive

Perceived flavour (S2) osgood in7 points This product:is not tasty at all/ is very tasty
Packaging congruency (S2) Likert in 7 points “Totally

disagree”- “Totally agree”
This packaging is suitable for this product

Purchase intent (S2) Likert in 7 points “Totally
disagree”- “Totally agree”

I would buy this product for my child
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